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S tudent evaluations of teaching ~SETs!
often have important effects on pro-

motion, tenure, and merit raises, even if
only through the negative effects that poor
evaluations can have on these decisions
~Langbein 1994!. SETs can be affected by
student characteristics ~class, GPA, major,
expected grade, gender!, class characteris-
tics ~size, required, discipline, quantita-
tive!, and professor characteristics ~age,
gender, race, ethnicity, personality traits!.1

Both experiments and analysis of end-of-
semester SETs in a range of disciplines
and institutional settings have been used
to examine the effects of each of these
characteristics and the interactions among
them to understand the factors that pro-
duce higher SETs.

Though the evidence is mixed as to
whether women on average receive
lower SETs than men ~Wigington, Tollef-
son, and Rodriguez 1989; Feldman 1993;
Andersen and Miller 1997; Centra and
Gaubatz 2000!, most studies that exam-
ine the interaction between a professor’s
gender and other characteristics do find
statistically significant effects of student,
class type, or professor personality that
differ by professor gender, regardless of
academic discipline. For example, female
instructors are likely to receive higher
evaluations from female students than
male students, while evaluations of male
instructors vary little according to stu-
dent gender ~Feldman 1993; Basow
1995; 2000; Centra and Gaubatz 2000;
Ory 2001!. While students who expect
lower grades in the course are likely to
give a more negative evaluation of fac-
ulty teaching in general, this effect is
more pronounced for female faculty
~Langbein 1994!.

Studies of SETs in a variety of disci-
plines and types of institutions find that
students give higher ratings to faculty
who meet the students’ gender expecta-
tions and that most students expect fac-
ulty to engage in both typically male

~authoritative! and female ~nurturing or
caring! behaviors ~Feldman 1993; Free-
man 1994; Basow 2000!. Authority may
be projected by expertise or control,
while nurturing may be conveyed through
sympathy, support, or accessibility. Mean-
while, other studies suggest that female
instructors who fail to conform to student
expectations for women ~i.e., the faculty
are not perceived as nurturing, caring, or
accessible! receive lower SETs ~Bennett
1982; Andersen and Miller 1997; Basow
2000; Baldwin and Blattner 2003!.
Though most of the marginal effects of
any one characteristic on SETs may be
statistically significant but substantively
small, a young woman of color asked to
teach a large section of a required quanti-
tative undergraduate course may find the
deck stacked against her ~Basow 1995!.
Collectively, the literature suggests that
women must walk a fine line in the class-
room between establishing their expertise
and authority and meeting student expec-
tations that women be more nurturing and
supportive ~Martin 1984!. Women who
are authoritative without being nurturing
can be labeled cold ~or worse! and dis-
liked by students; women who are nur-
turing but do not establish sufficient
authority can be judged unprofessional or
unqualified ~Statham, Richardson, and
Cook 1991!. Because students’ gender
expectations are more likely to affect
their evaluations of female rather than
male instructors, women, in particular,
should be aware of how student expecta-
tions affect evaluations.

For better or worse, women find them-
selves in an academic culture that gives
some weight to SETs, and until women
are sufficiently represented in the tenured
and administrative positions that deter-
mine the rules of the game, women must
ensure that their SETs will not hurt their
professional advancement. Female in-
structors, especially among junior fac-
ulty, can make strategic adjustments that
may improve their SETs. Drawing upon
the central insight of the literature on
instructor gender and SETs—that stu-
dents’ gender expectations particularly
shape their evaluations of female
faculty—the remainder of the article sug-
gests ways that female, and especially
junior, faculty can use this insight to re-

flect upon their own teaching experi-
ences and to achieve this balance
between authority and nurturing roles.
Since the challenges facing female fac-
ulty will vary by individual professor,
prevalent institutional norms, and even
course, the general advice for women
would be to review their own SETs in
light of these variations and of student
expectations that women convey both
authority and caring. Upon review of
their own SETs and current practices,
some women may find they should con-
vey more authority, and others may need
to appear more caring. Often, authority is
more important early in the semester,
while demonstrating concern for students
becomes important when evaluating stu-
dents and later in the semester. The spe-
cific suggestions are grouped into four
areas: the syllabus and course manage-
ment, the first day of class, grading, and
classroom dynamics.

Syllabus and Course
Management

A carefully crafted syllabus can help
establish both authority in the classroom
and concern for student learning from
the very first day of the course. The syl-
labus should clearly reflect the care and
thought put into the design of the course.
Students expect professors to be well
organized and present material clearly,
and they will be more critical of female
faculty who do not meet this expectation
~Bennett 1982; Baldwin and Blattner
2003!. A well-written, clearly organized,
and complete syllabus can earn student
respect early in the semester, making it
especially important for women to proof-
read their syllabi, make sure that reading
lists are clear and complete, and that the
course outlines reflect careful thought
and knowledge of the subject matter.

Women can also establish authority by
including very detailed descriptions of
student expectations, assignments, grad-
ing, and course policies. This will help
eliminate student confusion or concerns
about how to succeed in the course. If
course outlines, assignment due dates,
grading, and other course policies are
clearly explained in the syllabus and con-
sistently followed throughout the term,
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students will also be less likely to expect
or ask for changes in the course and less
likely to complain about course policies.
If the course schedule and policies in the
syllabus are reasonable and fair, it will be
easier to consistently follow them.

At the same time, however, female
faculty should be careful to not appear
too draconian, inflexible, or unconcerned
about students because this will clash
with students’ gender expectations. The
syllabus may be written using positive,
rather than putative, language. For exam-
ple, “Late assignments received within
the first 24 hours after the deadline are
worth a maximum of 90% of the as-
signment’s value,” appears less harsh
than, “Late assignments lose a letter
grade the first day they are late.”2 Poli-
cies for make-up exams should be firm,
but reasonable. They should also be ap-
plied consistently.

The syllabus should include regular
items like office hours and contact infor-
mation, but should also explain any poli-
cies regarding establishing meetings
outside regular office hours and e-mail
correspondence. For instance, it can be
helpful to explicitly state that no appoint-
ment is needed during office hours, but
that in the event of a schedule conflict,
students should make an appointment for
a meeting. Bringing a calendar to class
and reminding students that they should
make an appointment if they cannot come
to office hours can also increase the per-
ception of accessibility, which is particu-
larly important for female faculty. This
helps reiterate a willingness to meet with
students but also that students should not
expect unlimited access, thus demonstrat-
ing both accessibility but also appropriate
distance. If students stop by at an inconve-
nient time, it helps to smile and offer to
make an appointment so “they can have
your complete attention.” Again, such an
approach reinforces a willingness to meet
with students, while indicating that faculty
time is not unlimited. This is important
because research suggests students both
expect female instructors to be more ac-
cessible than male instructors and feel that
women are not accessible enough ~Basow
and Silberg 1987!.

The First Day of Class

Like the syllabus, the first day of class
is important for making a good first im-
pression. During the first day of class,
women faculty should begin to establish
both their authority and concern for stu-
dents. The carefully constructed syllabus
and professional introduction to the
course material should convey sufficient
authority.

The discussion of the syllabus also
provides an excellent opportunity to
project concern for students through an
explanation of the rationale behind the
syllabus. For example, policies on
make-up exams or late assignments can
be explained not in terms of punishment
but concerns about fairness to the major-
ity of students who take the exam or
complete the assignment on time. The
first day is also a good time to mention
the large numbers of e-mails received
daily by faculty and particular policies
regarding e-mail ~e.g., how quickly stu-
dent e-mails will be answered!. If the
course requires significant class discus-
sion or student participation, it can be
useful to explain that discussion is not
just an exercise in exchanging ideas but
can actually enhance student learning. It
can also be useful to explain the ratio-
nale behind an attendance policy, if there
is one, in terms of collective responsibil-
ity to the class or past observations that
attendance has a positive effect on
graded assignments.3 Likewise, relating
assignments, like papers, presentations,
or research projects, to the acquisition of
useful skills can also convey a caring
attitude by emphasizing that assignments
are not just for evaluation purposes but
to prepare students for future courses or
careers. These explanations convey to
students the concern that the faculty
member has for their educational or pro-
fessional development.

Usually, the first day of class includes
some self-introduction by the professor.
Ideally, this should include a balance of
information that establishes instructor
authority and empathy for students. The
former can be accomplished with men-
tion of academic credentials or research
interests, while the latter may include
recalling and sharing the professor’s ex-
periences as a student. For instance,
when teaching quantitative methods, it
can be useful to tell students about initial
apprehension or skepticism as a student
about the course that later turned into
real enthusiasm for the ways quantitative
tools can be used to answer questions.4

Women who have plenty of authority but
would like to reinforce their accessibility
can also share something about their
background, hobbies, or travel experi-
ences to break the ice or establish a more
relaxed classroom environment. In
smaller classes, it is customary to also
invite students to introduce themselves
by sharing their class, major, or other
information. Sometimes it may also be
helpful to have students write this as a
mini-autobiography in which they also
discuss what they hope to learn from the
class. Take careful notes and try to learn
names as quickly as possible. If learning

names is difficult, admit this and promise
to try to learn names. Students will ap-
preciate the honest effort.

Sometimes, the first day can seem too
much like a long lecture about dos and
don’ts for the class. An alternative is to
include in the first day a mini “sample”
of what students can expect throughout
the course. If the class will be lecture
based, present a mini lecture. If much of
the class will be discussion based, begin
with a mini discussion related to the
course material. This helps students
know what to expect from the course and
lessens the likelihood of disappointment.
At the same time, it is probably not a
good idea to keep students the entire
class time the first day if this is not the
institutional norm.

Grading

Grading can be perilous for female
faculty, especially if they have high ex-
pectations and are not “easy” graders.
Studies show that when women give low
grades, they are punished more on teach-
ing evaluations than when men give low
grades ~Langbein 1994!. While giving
out lots of As is the easiest and most
guaranteed way to earn higher evalua-
tions ~Ory 2001!,5 female faculty can use
other strategies to mitigate the effects of
student grades on their SETs.

Having reasonable and clear assign-
ments and grading criteria are a natural
first step. Students are much less likely
to blame the professor for their bad
grades if they feel that the assignment
and grading were fair. One strategy that
works well for exams and papers is to
have students turn in assignments anony-
mously, labeled only by student number.
The other is to use grading rubrics,
which are returned with the assignment
~Roever and Manna 2005!. As a bonus,
grading rubrics can often speed up grad-
ing. If a significant portion of the final
grade comes from class participation or
discussion, make a point of taking notes
during class on a copy of the class roll,
and then use the notes in the calculation
of the grade.6 Students will also begin to
participate more if they notice their par-
ticipation is being noted during class.

If the class has performed particularly
well on an assignment, tell them so, and
express personal satisfaction and pride in
their accomplishment. If a significant
portion of the grades are not As, return-
ing graded work may require some
finesse. Professors should avoid letting
students pressure them to drop particular
questions, change grades, or add a
“curve” during the class in which exams
or assignments are returned, which can
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convey a lack of authority. Commit only
to consider their concerns and announce
a decision at the next class meeting. At
the same time, expressing sincere con-
cern in response to student frustrations
can help diffuse their anger. If there is
widespread dissatisfaction, use some of
the class session to ask students how
they prepared for the exam or went about
working on the assignment and discuss
ways that students might consider prepar-
ing for or working on the next one. Such
a discussion could be enlightening for
both students and the professor.

Above all, when returning graded as-
signments, encourage students who have
concerns about their grades to wait at
least one class period and then come to
office hours or make an appointment for
a meeting. Decline to talk to students
after class only because “they won’t
have your full attention.” After their ini-
tial panic subsides, most students will
not follow up. For those who do, it is
important to meet individually to convey
concern about their progress in the
course. Ask questions about how they
prepared for the assignment or how
much time they spent on the material. If
they do not attend class regularly, re-
mind them that students who attend
class regularly receive higher grades.
Encourage them to make an appointment
or come to office hours before the next
assignment. It is important to stress a
willingness to help but also that it is the
student’s responsibility to not wait until
it is too late to receive help. Individual
meetings with concerned students who
are receiving bad grades can go a long
way toward mitigating the likelihood
that they will give significantly lower
evaluations of the course. Meeting with
students outside of class, in general but
especially for women, improves teaching
evaluations ~Basow and Silberg 1987;
Langbein 1994; Andersen and Miller
1997!.7

In the syllabus, it is often useful to
address issues related to re-grading
exams or papers by requiring that stu-
dents wait at least one class period
before submitting their petitions for re-
grade and that their petitions each be a
page-long explanation of the reasons
they believe their grades should be re-
considered. Such a policy suggests that
the instructor is willing to entertain dis-
cussions about grading, but puts the bur-
den on the student. Often, students will
not bother to take advantage of such a
policy, but will appreciate that it is avail-
able.8 Students should not be given re-
grades without having to rewrite or
provide additional work on the assign-
ment because this can erode authority,
particularly for female instructors.

It is also easier to begin a semester as
a tough grader and gradually “lighten
up” over the course of the semester, as
students learn how to better study for
exams or write papers for the course.
Grading every assignment on a bell-
curve can create problems if students
genuinely improve, but their grades do
not reflect their improvement ~i.e., every
assignment has a C� mean!. If more
than 5 to 10% of the class is trying to
appeal their grades on a particular as-
signment, it might suggest that the as-
signment or grading should be adjusted
for all students or in the future.

Classroom Dynamics: The
Serious and the Superficial

Students’ gender expectations for pro-
fessors also include both personality and
appearance, and female instructors must
again establish both authority and caring,
according to the literature on SETs. In
terms of in-class interactions, students
have higher expectations for female fac-
ulty in terms of organization, preparation,
and delivery. They will be more critical
of female professors who do not meet
these standards than they would be of
male professors ~Bennett 1982; Baldwin
and Blattner 2003!. Women will want to
make sure they speak loudly enough to
be heard and should encourage students
to move forward if the classroom has
bad acoustics. Students can also easily
see through efforts to project authority
beyond the professor’s area of comfort-
able expertise. Acknowledging interest-
ing or unexpected questions and
admitting the limits of faculty expertise
are totally acceptable and likely to be
appreciated. Encourage students to look
up the answers to the question and report
back to the class during the next meeting
~or via online course management tools,
like Blackboard or WebCT!, for extra
credit or participation credit.

In order to meet students’ gender ex-
pectations ~to earn higher SETs!, women
should also express interest in and con-
cern for students. This can be as simple
as arriving early to class to make “small
talk” with students about their other
classes or summer plans. It can also in-
clude remembering to express sympathy
for students around midterms and finals
by commenting on how busy or tired
they must be at this point in the semester.
With students at the beginning of their
studies ~e.g., first years, or new graduate
students!, emphasize that part of what
they’ll be learning is how to prioritize
and manage their new responsibilities.
Periodically, offer tips on how to manage
time or juggle multiple tasks. Professors

are experts on academic success and time
management, and such advice should be
a relatively cheap and easy way to satisfy
students’ expectations that female profes-
sors nurture students. Professors should
always try to acknowledge student contri-
butions to the class discussions with ap-
propriate compliments, which also tend
to have positive effects on SETs ~Ander-
sen and Miller 1997!.

Unfortunately, SETs are also sensitive
to students’ expectations regarding pro-
fessors’ dress and personal presentation.
Ms. Mentor’s advice to readers suggests
that tall women may need to appear
more nurturing and less imposing, while
petite women may need to work on pro-
jecting more authority and presence
~Toth 1997, 85–9!. Some of this may be
accomplished by dress. Whether profes-
sors like it or not, students, both male
and female, will pay much more atten-
tion to what their female professors are
wearing. More conservative or formal
dress to help establish authority is more
important early in the semester than
later, when it may be acceptable or even
desirable to be a little less formal.
Overly formal dress or suits, unless that
is the departmental norm, may also make
women seem too distant or inaccessible,
which may hurt their SETs. For young
women, the general suggestion would be
to invest in neat-looking professional
attire that is age appropriate—
professional but hip, in a way that re-
flects individuality. Though hairstyles
and make-up should not matter to teach-
ing evaluations, they do, and so the same
suggestions would apply. While the
aforementioned suggestions may seem
trite or superficial and are certainly
things most women in the profession did
not really think would be important
when they decided to pursue a PhD, re-
member that SETs are usually completed
by 18–24-year-olds who still rely on
such social cues to form judgments and
evaluations of their professors.

Finally, and most importantly, women
should smile, be animated, and display
enthusiasm for the material and teaching,
all of which is associated with higher
teaching evaluations ~on smiling specifi-
cally, see Kierstead, D’Agostino, and
Dill 1988; see also Widmeyer and Loy
1988; Arbuckle and Williams 2003; Sam-
paio 2006!. Faculty enthusiasm can be a
powerful motivator for students, creating
a virtual cycle of enthusiasm for course
material. Even professors who derive
more satisfaction from research than
teaching should find that trying to enjoy
teaching may make it less of a chore and
more fun. And, if SETs are higher as a
result, it will only make teaching more
rewarding.
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Conclusions
In response to research that suggests

that both male and female students ex-
pect female professors to conform to
certain gender roles and to be both all-
knowing and all-nurturing, this article
has suggested a handful of pragmatic
strategies that female faculty, especially
those new to the tenure track, may con-
sider using to improve their SETs. These

suggestions are only illustrative and not
intended to be exhaustive, and it is
likely that most women in our profes-
sion would have additional tips for bal-
ancing the seemingly contradictory
gender roles that our students expect
women to perform. Given the wide-
spread use of SETs, and sometimes the
mean response to only one question on
a SET, in promotion, tenure, and merit
raise decisions, if women are able to

employ various tactics to score a few
points higher on SETs, it may help
them achieve tenure and professional
advancement. Of course, particular rec-
ommendations should be adjusted ac-
cording to prevalent departmental
norms, characteristics of students at
particular institutions or in certain
classes, and what is comfortable for
the individual instructor.

Note
* This paper was originally presented at the

roundtable on “Women Faculty in the Class-
room: Strategies for Success,” 2007 Annual
Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Asso-
ciation, Chicago, IL, April 12–15. I thank the
participants of the roundtable, Vicki Birchfield,
and Katja Weber for useful discussion and
comments.

1. Most studies address two or more of these
groups of characteristics using either experimen-
tal or observational data from cross-sections of
disciplines. See Basow and Silberg 1987; Kier-
stead, D’Agostino, and Dill 1988; Wigington,
Tollefson, and Rodriguez 1989; Feldman 1993;
Freeman 1994; Langbein 1994; Basow 1995;

Andersen and Miller 1997; Basow 2000; Centra
and Gaubatz 2000; Ory 2001; Arbuckle and Wil-
liams 2003; and Sampaio 2006. The findings that
suggest that women are implicitly evaluated by
standards different from those for men are
largely consistent across discipline, institution,
and time.

2. Using rewarding language also increases
the perception of accessibility ~Ishiyama and
Hartlaub 2002!.

3. A scatterplot ~or even regression! of as-
signment grades versus attendance rates can
often be compelling evidence on the first day
~from a prior iteration of the course! or on the
day exam grades are distributed. The evidence is

even more compelling if the exam was multiple
choice or the assignment was graded by student
identification number.

4. McKeachie ~1999, Chapter 4! has addi-
tional suggestions for the first day of class.

5. Giving students higher grades is one piece
of advice Ms. Mentor gives untenured women
~Toth 1997, 77!.

6. A simple system using symbols to repre-
sent different quality comments is a useful
shortcut.

7. However, meeting with every student out-
side of class may not be reasonable.

8. McKeachie ~1999, Chapter 9! has useful
grading and re-grading tips.
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